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COMPILED BY
DEDICATED
SHOPAHOLIC AND
FASHION WATCHERR 
DIONE VAN HEER

TOP TIP
I still believe in
creating synergy
in an outfit –
putting thought
into the colours
and textures. 
I personally like 
to choose one key
item and build the
outfit around that.

MAN OF THE MONTH
STEVE CROCORAN,

22, Studying Masters 
in Fashion Design

Wearing
Pullover (All Saints),

sunglasses (Dior), 
bag (Yves Saint Laurent),

& scarf (Vintage)
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IT’S OFFICIAL: THE Far East has sashayed its way
from western catwalks onto the international
fashion radar. Hints of oriental cuts and fabrics have
been seen in contemporary western fashion for
years now. ‘East Meets West’ was Giorgio Armani’s
prediction for spring and summer ‘09, their
collection distinctly reflecting Indian, Balinese and
Malaysian styles. Meanwhile in Eastern Europe, the
streets are swarming with ‘carrot pants’, ‘drop-
crotch pants’ and ‘zouave pants’ – all western takes
on the ‘dhoti’.

It’s Indo-mania, and everyone wants a piece of
the action. Dedicated fashionistas are pulling out
their pocket books for authentic contemporary
Indian designs from Arjun Khanna (+91 22 2878
5923), Manish Malhotra (+91 22 2646 2533) and
Manoviraj Khosla (+9180 25 51 02 87), but as the
look infiltrates collections throughout Europe and
the UK, it’ll be easy to add a little Far East flare to
your wardrobe this season.

Start with a khurta – a staple item of Indian
menswear. Much like a tunic, the khurta
traditionally finishes well below the knees or just
above and the neckline has a low slit at the base of
the throat instead of a collar. You can achieve a
more modern look by wearing shorter versions.
Check out the works of renowned Indian designer
Krishna Mehta (www.krishnamehta.com).

Salwar pants, churidars and dhotis are all
varieties of Indian pants. Stylish modern versions are
predicted to be ‘the’ summer item this year and will
be easily sourced this season. Turn to Francisco van
Benthum’s ‘Radiant’ collection (+31 (2)07 076 224)
or the designs of 3.1 Philip Lim (+91 21 2840 1037). 

Dress your feet in some unusual moccasins 
from the collections of newcomer Sruli Recht
(www.srulirecht.com). Otherwise, you can always rely
on a classic loafer or sandal from Shipton & Heneage
(+44 (0)20 7738 8484) or Cesare Paciotti (+39 (0)
7337 9061). >
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GET THE LOOK…

Indian
SPRING

Coated
Jodhpurs |
Oak NYC |

US$198 

Indian SUMMER
KEY ITEMS FOR A FAR EAST FLARE

All prices shown are RRP. STOCKISTS: Paul Smith – www.paulsmith.co.uk | Peckham Rye – www.asos.com | Cesare Paciotti – www.cesare-paciotti.com |
Sruli Recht www.srulirecht.com | Sifani – www.sifani.com | Leblas – www.leblas.com | Digby & Iona – www.digbyandiona.com | Carpet Bags – www.carpetbags.co.uk

| Rathore – www.rathore.com | American Apparel – http://store.americanapparel.co.uk | Island Importer – www.islandimporter.com |
Pringle of Scotland – www.pringlescotland.com | All Saints – www.allsaintsshop.co.uk | Topman – www.topman.com | Oak NYC – www.oaknyc.co.uk

Paisley Silk Scarf | Peckham Rye | £90

Mocassins | Sruli Recht | €495

Semi-
Precious 
Stone Cuff |
Sifani | £1020

Links Necklace |
Leblas | £835 

Henry Carpet
Bag | Carpet
Bags | £140

Signature
Pocket
Square |
Rathore
| €30

Loafers | Cesare
Paciotti | £425

Jacket |
Pringle of
Scotland |
£395

Sprayed Shirt
| All Saints |

£75

Waistcoat |
Topman | £25

Olive Gauze
Lenai Shirt 
| Island
Importer |
US$30

Circle Scarf |
American

Apparel 
| £21

Scarf |
Paul Smith

| £125
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…rely on a classic

loafer from CESARE

PACIOTTI, below

Lion Figurehead Ring |
Digby & Iona | US$360
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< While traditional Indian clothing is usually
defined by the use of rich, heavily embroidered
fabrics, European designers tone this down to cater
for western tastes. Accessorising is your opportunity
to add a dash of splendour. For example, use a sash,
scarf or stole in a vibrant green or rust coloured raw
silk in place of a belt. Asos (www.asos.com) stocks
some gorgeous items.

Jewellery is a significant part of the overall
impression. The style in India requires a heavy use
of gold. Alternatively, choose some key pieces that
will have a notable presence. For something bold
and different, have a look at Baccarat (+33 (8)20 32
22 22) or Digby and Iona (+1 (718) 646 462 2669).

Further inspiration will soon hit Europe as India
integrates itself into the world of fashion giants. This
spring and summer it will spill into the collections of
the French Damir Doma (+33 (1)49 23 79 79),
Holland’s Jeroen van Tuyl (+31 (0)10 477 86 84) and
Germany’s Heide Ost (+49 (0)761 70 72 099) to
name just a few. 

While events such as the Lakme India Fashion
Week strengthen India’s presence on the global
radar it’s the country’s potential for design that
attracts foreign investors and holds promise for its
future in the industry. Its rapid ascension up the
global economic ladder has facilitated the
emergence of new labels such as Halder Mirayas
(+91 989 1849 792) and Lecoanet Hemant (+91 124
4215 300) while its rich and colourful culture and
famously superior textile industry continue to
provide them with inspiration and support.

India has long been a leader in haute couture
without knowing it. For starters what we revere 
as ‘made-to-measure’ is the every day in India 
while ‘prêt-à-porter’ is less common. Moreover,
traditional garments have always dripped with a
decadence which, in the West, would be considered
appropriate for the most splendrous formal
occasions. For a long time Westerners coveted the
lavishness of Indian fabrics but lamented the poor
cuts. The challenge remains in encapsulating that
quintessential Indian decadence in simple western
styles without losing its unique cultural flavour.

While the Far East influence is definitely
progressing in the European fashion industry, back
home they aren’t yet investing huge amounts of
money in promoting authentic Indian designs in the
western market. There are few designers that sell
well overseas and even fewer who have flagship
stores operating outside of India. However in the
past few years, aside from an upsurge in European
designers who are incorporating Far East influences
in their collections, designers such as Manish Arora
(+91 120 2535 445/50) have started appearing in
Paris fashion week – one of the most influential
events in the global fashion calendar.

In the mean time, eager buyers are still scouring
the ranks for a ‘polished diamond’ among the hopeful
Indian designers – the one who will use all of the
unique advantages at the countries fingertips to
create an Indian label that will become a household
name throughout Europe, the UK and the world. Da
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…the country’s potential for design that attracts foreign investors and

holds promise for its future in the industry. India’s rapid ascension

up the global economic ladder has facilitated the emergence of new

labels such as HALDER MIRAYAS, pictured above... 

Further inspiration will soon hit Europe as India integrates itself

into the world of fashion giants. This spring and summer it will

spill into the collections of the French DAMIR DOMA, pictured

above, Holland’s JEROEN VAN TUYL, opposite page – bottom left

and far right, and Germany’s Heide Ost to name just a few…
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ROKIT

101 Brick Lane

+44 (0) 20 7375 3864

www.rokit.co.uk

Monday to Friday 11am to
7pm and Saturday and
Sunday 10am to 7pm

Stocks both new and
genuine vintage clothing
with a large range of hats,
scarves, shoes and
menswear for all seasons.

BEST BUY 
Baymart knit £15

THE LADEN
SHOWROOM

103 Brick Lane

+44 (0) 20 7247 2431

www.ladenshowroom.co.uk

Monday to Friday 11am to
6.30pm, Saturday 11am to
7pm and Sunday 10.30 to 6pm

Up-coming local and
professional designers 
rent spaces here to
showcase and sell their
unique and exclusive
works to the public.

BEST BUY 
Your Eyes Only printed 
t-shirt £22

127

127 Brick Lane

+44 (0) 20 7729 6320

Tuesday to Sunday 11am to
6pm, closed on Monday

A new addition to Brick
Lane, this minimalist
boutique sells exclusive
labels in clothing, shoes
and accessories.

BEST BUY 
Collection Privée leather
loafers £100

HOOKAH
LOUNGE

133 Brick Lane

+44 (0) 20 7033 9072

Sunday to Thursday 11am
to midnight and Friday and
Saturday 11am to 2am

Yummy cocktails, designer
teas, juices and coffees,
mezza, deli, organic 
curries and a cheeky
selection of hookah to
smoke!

BEST BUY 
Hookah Mint Cocktail £6

COFFEE@
BRICKLANE

154 Brick Lane

+44 (0) 20 7377 5329

Daily 7am to 8pm

Window-side seats and
comfy couches provide the
perfect people-watching
spot alongside excellent
coffee, light snacks and
pastries.

BEST BUY 
Soup of the Day £3.10

BEIGEL BAKE

159 Brick Lane

+44 (0) 20 7729 0616

24 hours a day, seven days
a week

Mariah Carey and the Fonz
have been spotted here
sampling the selection of
hot bread and bagels,
sweet pastries and salty
beef!

BEST BUY 
Chocolate brownie square
£0.60

EASTSIDE
BOOKS

166 Brick Lane

+44 (0) 20 7247 0216

www.eastsidebooks.co.uk

Tuesday to Saturday 11am
to 6pm and Sunday 10am
to 6pm

An attractive collection 
of books of all genres
including a small but
quirky section dedicated 
to art and design.

BEST BUY ‘Sketches From
New York – Postcards from
Jeremyville’ £6.99

SHOP 172

172 Brick Lane

+44 (0) 20 7650 8873

www.shop172.com

Monday to Friday 12.30 to
7pm and Saturday and
Sunday 11am to 7pm

This is a haven for
independent and up-
coming designers to 
sell their cutting edge
clothing and accessories 
to the public.

BEST BUY 
Orphan denim 
baggy-crotch pants £95

VINTAGE
HEAVEN

184 Brick Lane

+44 (0) 20 7033 4282

Monday to Sunday 
11am to 7pm

Sells top quality, stylish
and authentic vintage
clothing for those with 
a taste for stylish,
once-off designs.

BEST BUY 
Vintage upholstery 
satin-lined vest £15

LUNA &
CURIOUS

198 Brick Lane

+44 (0) 20 7033 4411

www.lunaandcurious.com

Thursday to Sunday
12noon to 6pm

Owned and run by six
designers to present their
fashion, accessories,
home ware and jewellery 
to the people of London.

BEST BUY 
Bird ceramic teapot £52

OPEN SPACE

200 Brick Lane

+44 (0) 20 7729 3367

Monday to Friday 10.30am
to 6.30pm and Saturday
and Sunday 11am to 5pm 

Sells classic plimsolls 
and superb leather 
fashion, specialising in
leather trousers for the
daring man.

BEST BUY
Basic leather pants £50

MORDEX
LONDON

222 Brick Lane

+44 (0) 20 7739 3586

Monday to Friday 10am to
6pm and Saturday and
Sunday 10am to 3pm

Designs and creates quality
leather jackets for high-
end labels in-house and
sells to the public under
their own label, Mordex.

BEST BUY 
Asymmetrical zip 
leather jacket £250

STREETS of LONDON
DIONE VAN HEER PAYS A VISIT TO LONDON’S BRICK LANE AREA 

IN THE SECOND OF SERIES ON SHOPPING STREETS…

The first wave followed King Louis XIV’s
delegalisation of Protestantism in France in 1685,
which prompted an influx of French Protestant
migrants to the area. Some 200,000 ‘Huguenots’, 
as they were known to their Catholic enemies,
illegally fled the country and 50,000 to 80,000 of
them ended up in London’s East End.

They brought with them the superior French
silk industry, using handlooms to weave their way
into prosperity, and large houses with glass-
ceilinged workshops sprang up around Brick Lane.
Sadly, this livelihood saw a rapid decline with the
introduction of mechanised weaving in the 18th

Century. By the 19th Century, the legacy of the
Huguenots in East End remained only in street
names such as Fournier Street, Nantes Passage,
French Place, Fashion Street, Silk Street and Loom
Court and in pubs such as the Weaver’s Arms.

This period saw the rise of Jewish immigrants
from Eastern Europe and the emergence of a vibrant
new culture. Yiddish theatres, newspapers, kosher
butchers and restaurants opened along with 150
synagogues. Success saw them dispersed into richer
areas and today only four of these synagogues remain.
The office of the Jewish Daily News in Whitechapel is
now a men’s clothing shop while in Brune Street, a

building with a sign reading ‘Soup Kitchen for the
Jewish Poor’ has been converted into showy flats. 

The Anglo-Indian monopoly began in the 20th
Century as families from countries such as
Bangladesh immigrated to London in search of work.
But since the late 90’s, Brick Lane has also enjoyed a
trendy reputation as host to some of London’s best
known night clubs, such as 93 Feet East and The Vibe
Bar. Having allocated considerable exhibition space
for art and fashion students 
it is now a cultural 
hotspot and unique 
London shopping district.

IT’S IMPOSSIBLE TO picture London’s Brick Lane
not flanked by cheap and cheerful Indian
restaurants. Affectionately referred to as

‘Banglatown’, it is the epicentre of London’s Bengali
and Bangladeshi communities. In actuality their
presence is a relatively recent development and

constitutes only one part of Brick Lane’s fascinating
history as a magnet for various ethnic communities
over the centuries.
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MAURICE DE MAURIAC
“Tout ou rien.” 

THIS IS THE motto of Daniel Dreifuss, founder of Maurice de Mauriac.
“All or nothing” is the approach to painstakingly constructing each

timepiece in his workshop in Zürich for the most prestigious clients in
the world, using precious components crafted by the Swiss watch-

making industry. This is why the label has risen to an exalted
rank in the superior world of Swiss timepieces.

Dreifuss works alongside his wife and painter/stylist Claudia
Ginocchio to devise the distinctively classic designs associated
with Maurice de Mauriac; “I found out if I manufacture
watches cleverly, I could always modify them instead of losing

them after one year. I could just change my module systems,
but (the design itself) would never get old fashioned.”

Only a limited number of watches are actually produced,
maintaining an exclusive quality to the pieces. “I only craft

chronometers that appeal to me personally, and I know that they are
all destined for very special wrists.” If you’re the owner of one of those

special wrists, count yourself lucky. It takes a great deal of time to create
a Maurice de Mauriac timepiece and the end result is more than just a
watch, but an opulent companion for any man of class.

Maurice de Mauriac is located at Tödistrasse 48, CH-8002 Zürich.
For more information phone +41 (0)44 280 01 12 or visit www.mauricedemauriac.ch

AMOK
“Are you man enough to experience 

a new dimension in men’s fashion?” 

THIS WAS THE challenge presented by Sandra Kuratle back in 1996 when she
courageously dedicated her fashion label Amok to men’s skirts. Boys in skirts had
occasionally appeared in the catwalk collections before, but it was the first time a
designer had pursued the concept so passionately. “I ended my studies in a
diploma with the subject ‘Röcke machen Männer’ – The skirt maketh the man.” 

‘Amok’ soon became a synonym for men’s skirts. Sales thrived in six Swiss
cities as well as Mannheim, Hamburg and Amsterdam. Sandra expanded the
brand into a chic line of shirts, sweaters, tops and trousers but skirts remained
the focal point. The range now includes more than 60 stylish, comfortable and
functional designs from tough jeans skirts to more elegant business models. 

While a man wearing a skirt is still seen as self-confident and unconventional,
a growing number of men are adopting an advanced attitude towards the
dominance of trousers in male fashion, because nothing is more appealing than 
a man who is confident enough with his sexuality to cast off the shackles of
conventionality. 

Amok is located at Ankerstrasse 61 (entrance in the back) CH-8004 Zürich.
For more information phone +41 (0) 44 291 20 64 or visit www.amok.ch

STRELLSON
“A label asserts itself.”

NO BRAND HAS highlighted this better in recent years than Switzerland’s
Strellson. At the beginning of a truly extraordinary case of brand development,
it was founded in 1984 by the former Hugo Boss owners Jochen and Uwe Holy.
Its debut range of suits, sports jackets and trousers saw its arrival in Canada,
England, Ireland, Portugal, Greece and Scandinavia. Then in ‘95, an innovative
new group stepped in and the label took flight.

The brand expanded its range and was established in Munich, Paris and
London. It has since acquired the licence for Tommy Hilfiger Tailored Clothing
in Europe and in 2002 dressed the pilots and male flight attendants of Swiss
International Air Lines. In 2003, their ‘Swiss Cross jacket’ made from old Swiss
military blankets sold out instantly. 

They have acquired the license to Joop! and launched their own sportswear
label Strellson Swiss Cross. Basel, Bern and Zürich house the Swiss branches, but
Strellson now delivers to 150 shops in 36 countries. In short, success after
notable success has turned Strellson into a leading name in urban menswear.

For more information on Strellson including a list of distributors 
phone +41 (0) 71 686 33 33 or visit www.strellson.com

SWISS FASHION
DIONE VAN HEER TAKES A LOOK AT THREE QUINTESSENTIALLY SWISS FASHION DESIGNERS

Debeney Shoes |
Bally | CHF265

Pure & Striped
Trend Underwear |
Calida Bodywear 
| €22.95

Incognito Sunglasses
| Navyboot | CHF89

Cufflinks |
Breguet 
| £5,700

Seamaster
Aqua Terra

Co-Axial |
Omega 
| £2425

Wickeltasche Active Bag |
Rossis | CHF249 

Heiko Polo
| Alprausch

| €55

Belt | Clover | €52.90

Glance Magic Ring |
Swatch | £91

All prices shown are RRP. STOCKISTS: Bally – www.bally.com | Calida Bodywear – www.calida.com | Walter Maurer – www.waltermaurer.ch |
Rohner Socks – www.rohner-socks.com | Navyboot – www.navyboot.ch | Rossis – www.rossis.com | Swatch – www.swatch.com | Breguet – www.breguet.com | Clover – www.clover.ch |

Plus41 – www.plus41.ch | Omega – www.omegawatches.com | Alprausch – www.alprausch.ch | Herese – www.herese.com | Paul – www.paulkehl.ch | Tarzan – www.tarzan.ch

Lucky Cat
T-Shirt |
Herese | £35

Bill shirt |
Tarzan 

| CHF79

Polo Piqué 
| Paul |
CHF39.90

Hurricane Energy Socks 
| Rohner Socks | €20.95

Creatasche Satchel |
Walter Maurer 
| CHF98

Esoptical
Jacket |

+41 | €95

+
Switzerland

decked out in 
Swiss Design
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WHAT ARE

YOU
WEARING?

DIONE VAN HEER VISITS BRICK LANE
IN LONDON TO FIND OUT

ADAM FUGE, 23
Office Worker

Wearing Jacket (Next), scarf (Next), 
bag (River Island) & jeans (Burton)

CORRADO BOLZAN, 33, 
Construction Company Site Manager 

Wearing Jacket (All Saints), scarf (Primark),
glasses (D&G), gloves (Armani Exchange),

trousers (H&M) & shoes (Office)

CHRIS BRETT, 21, 
Banker

Wearing Scarf (Lyle&Scott), 
jacket (M&S), trousers (Topman)

& shoes (Hudson)

DANNY FISH, 23, Banker
Wearing Scarf (Alexander McQueen),
jacket (M&S), trousers (Topman) 

& shoes (Hudson)

KARL HUDDLESTON, 25,
Administration

Wearing Jacket (Topman), 
jeans (River Island) & shoes (USC)

GIULIO BIGAZZI, 30, 
Artist

Wearing Coat (River Island), 
jeans (Levi), shoes (Campa) 

& hat (Ted Baker)

MATTHEW LEWIS, 21, 
Sociology Student

Wearing Jacket (River Island), 
t-shirt (Illustrated People), 

jeans (Topman) & shoes (Open Space)

MARTIN SKARENDAHL, 26,
Musician

Wearing Jacket (River Island), 
jeans (Puma) & 
shoes (Reebok)

BYRON SPENCER, 22, 
Photographer

Wearing Jumper (Rokit), 
jeans (Cheap Monday), shoes (Bloch)

& sunglasses (Ksubi)

FRED FARROW, 21, 
Fashion Designer

Wearing Poncho (flea market), 
vest, jacket and shirt 

(Fred Farrow)
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SPRINGhasSPRUNG 
TIME TO HEAT THINGS UP!

All prices shown are RRP. STOCKISTS: Lock & Co Hatters – www.lockhatters.co.uk | Kangol – www.kangol.com | BHS – www.bhs.co.uk | Jon Wye – www.jonwye.com |
PRPS – www.prpsgoods.com | River Island – www.riverisland.com | Cesare Paciotti – www.cesare-paciotti.com | Vagabond – www.vagabond.com |
Shipton & Heneage – www.shiptonandheneage.com | Julianna Grove Presents – www.juliannagrove.com | Marc O’Polo – www.marc-o-polo.co.uk |

Mulberry – www.mulberry.co.uk | ASOS – www.asos.com | Drakes – www.drakes-london.com | Red Herring – www.debenhams.com

Monte Cristo Classic Panama Hat
| Lock & 
Co Hatter 
| £190

Holdall | Mulberry 
| £495

Check Shirt |
BHS | £20

Suede Loafers |
Shipton & Heneage

| £89

Canvas Loafers
| Vagabond 

| £40

Cufflinks |
Drakes | £95

Sweatshirt |
Marc O’Polo

| £59

Fruit
Embroidered

Jeans |
PRPS 
| £300

Sunglasses |
Cesare Paciotti 
| £264

Postcard Cufflinks |
Julianna Grove Presents | £55

Shorts |
ASOS 
| £25

Tropic Ventair Hat | Kangol | £18

Straight Stripe
Leather Belt |

Jon Wye | US$65

T-Shirt |
River Island 
| £14.67

Navy Gingham
Shirt | Red
Herring | £25

styleGUIDE
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MODEL 
GOOD LOOKS

Oh la la! We enjoyed Gui last issue
and now we have another French
model who the camera clearly likes.
This is VLADIMIR ROITFELD, son of
French Vogue editor Carine Roitfeld
who is the new face of HE by Mango.

The collection is aimed at young
fashion-conscious men and is made
up of 46 items in both a casual and
urban style. HE conceals the Latin
expression Homini Emerito which
signifies the ‘man who enjoys a
reward because of its merits’.

HE by Mango will be in selected
Mango stores in Europe and in 

the US from next month.
For more information visit

www.mango.com

VLADIMIR ROITFELD
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UKRAINIAN
FASHION WEEK

In the past this has been a cultural event 
of national importance aimed at achieving 

global acknowledgement of Ukrainian fashion 
and its producers. Organisers are now

gearing it towards a commercial venture 
with a view of sparking international interest.

‘Men’s Fashion Day’ was recently made a
permanent feature of the proceedings.

The Ukrainian Fashion Week will run from 
March 12th to 18th 2009 | For more information visit

www.fashionweek.com.ua

MIAMI 
FASHION WEEK

In its 11th year the Miami Fashion Week 
will feature a diverse crossover of designs, 

beauty, music, art and celebrities from 
Europe, the Middle East, South Africa, 
South America, Australia and Canada. 

Fashion lovers and purveyors can expect an
eclectic mix of events spread throughout Miami.

The week will close with the Miami Moda Awards. 

The Miami Fashion Week will run from 
March 19th to 22nd 2009 | For more information visit

www.miamifashionweek.com

ST LOUIS 
FASHION WEEK

Showcasing the collections of edgy, modern
designers is one of the sexiest autumn and winter
fashion weeks on the calendar. This year Diesel
will be parading their men’s intimates along the
catwalk. They’ll be joined by leading new labels
Wrath Arcane and Love Brigade. Don’t miss the
SLFW Market - the first ever designer’s market
where you can meet the creators, shop sample

sales and see trunk shows.

St Louis Fashion Week will run from 
March 23rd to 29th 2009 | For more information visit

www.saintlouisfashionweek.com

HYÈRES
Under the watchful eye of Director Jean-Pierre

Blanc parallel fashion and photography
competitions facilitate convergence of creative

minds during this unique manifestation. 
Gathering twenty young fashion designers 

and photographers under the spotlight 
and patronage of an international jury 
the festival will provide an opportunity 

for the public to set their sights on upcoming
international talents.

Hyères will run from April 25th to 28th 2009 |
For more information visit 

www.villanoailles-hyeres.com

RUSSIAN 
FASHION WEEK

Held in Moscow twice a year this is considered 
the premier fashion event of Eastern Europe.
Hosting the finest collections from Russia, the

Ukraine, Byelorussia, Lithuania, Kazakhstan and
Georgia to name a few it is presented in the same

format as Paris and Milan fashion weeks and
attracts massive attention from the industry 

who’s who. This year will feature the collections 
of Anastacia Z and Cyrille Gassiline.

The Russian Fashion Week will run from 
March 28th to April 6th | For more information visit

http://russianfashionweek.com

L’ORÉAL
FASHION WEEK

During this week of catwalk and exclusive industry
showcase events top Canadian designers will reveal

their latest fall and winter collections to an
international audience. The country’s most

significant bi-annual fashion event is produced by
the Fashion Design Council of Canada to prove
that Canada can hold it’s own on a global level.
Held in Toronto, this is now one of the largest
fashion events in the Southern Hemisphere.

The LG Fashion Week will run from 
March 16th to 21st 2009 | For more information visit

www.lorealfashionweek

LAKME
INDIA FASHION WEEK 
As an emerging power in fashion industry 

India’s Lakme Fashion Week 
is geared towards cementing the 

country’s presence on a global scale. 
Alongside catwalk parades and tradeshows 
an entire day will be dedicated exclusively 

to growing trends in menswear. 
This year will headline the likes of Arjun Khanna. 

Lakme Fashion Week will take place 
from April 20th to 26th | For more information visit

http://lakmeindiafashionweek.indiatimes.com

ROSEMOUNT
AUSTRALIAN 

FASHION WEEK
The Southern Hemisphere is set to sizzle with

spring and summer collections from the pick of the
Australian and Asian Pacific litter. Presented to an
exclusive audience of industry elites, the ‘Emerge

@ The Source’ and ‘The Boutique’ showrooms will
be hosted at The Westin Hotel. This year’s line up
will include Manning Cartell and Wayne Cooper. 

The Rosemount Australia Fashion Week will run 
from April 27th to May 1st 2009 | For more information 

visit http://www.raf.com.au

FASHION WEEK 

CLEVELAND
This regional manifestation has become America’s

third largest fashion week after New York and 
Los Angeles. Events across the city have 

broadened to include seminars, film, music 
and theatre presentations, a large-scale 

fashion show and several boutique trunk shows. 
The celebrations will close with a runway show 

on the final day when local and emerging
designers will reveal their creations.

Fashion Week Cleveland will run 
from May 1st to 9th 2009 | For more information

www.fashionweekcleveland.com
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FASHION WATCH
TAKING THEIR PLACES SOON AFTER LONDON,
PARIS, NEW YORK AND MILAN, THE NEXT 
FEW MONTHS WILL SEE A FLURRY OF 
INTER-CONTINENTAL FASHION WEEKS.
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